There is no other place quite like The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando, where the level of energy and excitement created by bringing Jewish values to life is so evident.

Since our founding in 1973, The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando inspires Jewish identity, nourishing mind, body and soul, and embracing people of all abilities. It is the central hub of the Jewish community that strives to make a difference in the lives of thousands of people every year. With mindfulness of Jewish traditions and with reflections from our members' personal lives and experiences, The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando desires to provide our children and the next generation a better life, richer in health and heritage.

We involve you in Jewish life – every day and in every way. The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando involves people in Jewish life to shape Jewish identity. Young families come to the JCC as an entry portal into Jewish life. From new parents to those seeking to make a network of Jewish friends, we inspire families to “live Jewishly.”

We influence teens and tweens to live Jewishly.

The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando keeps teens and preteens connected and committed to their Jewish heritage through experiences that are transformative and strengthen Jewish identity and leadership.

We involve adults and seniors to remain active and connected.

The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando leads the way in connecting Jewish Orlando to each other through adult and essential services for our senior population.

We invigorate and revitalize your soul.

The Roth Family JCC of Greater Orlando impacts the physical, mental, and emotional health of our community through a wide variety of health and wellness initiatives, recreational activities, and special events for all ages.
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The Andrew Hansen Mandell JCC Summer Camps offered 455 children (22% over last year) a wide variety of activities and
a chance to develop new skills and lifetime memories. Two shlichim from Israel were a great addition to the camp
experience and we teamed up with Orlando City Soccer to host two weeks of soccer camp.
New fitness equipment, adult enrichment classes, and more family programming were key factors in the JCC membership
increasing by 20% over last year. The JCC continues to add value for its members while maintaining a family friendly
environment.

From our little ones in the Dick & Dottie Appelbaum Infant Toddler Wing to our
graduating pre-K students, our Richard S. Adler Early Childhood Learning Center
enrollment increased by 11% (330 total children) from last year. An ECLC task force
was formed to conduct an intensive review of our program and we received an
overwhelmingly positive response through the focus groups and surveys. The Adler
Family purchased a new communication portal system for the parents and teachers in
our infant rooms.

The JCC completed the formal reorganization of its
two JCC locations, in Maitland
and Southwest Orlando, to
become independent non-
profit organizations and
renamed the JCC in Maitland
to The Roth Family JCC of
Greater Orlando. The JCC also
has a new web site, logo and
other branding initiatives and
more than 4,000 likes on
Facebook.

As part of our community outreach, the JCC launched Theater at the J and over
1,000 people attended the Fiddler on the Roof performances, over 100 teens
participated in the J-Serve community service projects, and the 16th Annual
Jewish Film festival was another sellout at the Orlando Science Center and
Enzian Theater. The JCC also teamed up with the Jewish Federation of Orlando's
Jewish Film festival was another sellout at the Orlando Science Center and
Enzian Theater. The JCC also teamed up with the Jewish Federation of Orlando's

RAISE program which is a 6- to 12-month work and social skills training program
that provides paid employment for adults with special needs and assists its
employees in the transition to finding employment in the community.

The JCC is one of 5 participating
community partners in
Orlando’s Life & Legacy
initiative through the support of the Grinspoon and TGP
Foundations. Creating a Jewish
legacy ensures that you will be
remembered and that your
values and passion for The Roth
Family JCC of Greater Orlando
continue in perpetuity and help us remain a viable and
sustainable cornerstone of the
Orlando Jewish community.

The JCC honors the Kleiman & Lefkowitz families
at the J Ball for their dedicated community
involvement, philanthropic support and
significant impact in the Orlando community
for more than four decades. Over $130,000
is raised to support the JCC’s operations
including the Maxvin & Bonnie Friedman
Scholarship Fund.

Looking ahead
We look forward to another year of outstanding programs and services and incredible growth.
We plan to:

- Implement a renewed effort to strengthen our current portfolio of core programs and operations such as early
childhood education, summer camp, after school programs,
fitness, sports and membership.

- Enhance board leadership to strengthen the JCC’s role in
the community and enhance philanthropic opportunities.

- Continuously invest in and maintain our facilities to
optimize customer satisfaction, utilization, and mission impact.

- Collaborate more with Maitland campus agencies and other
Jewish agencies in Orlando.

Our vision is to be a place
where the entire community can
experience high-quality services
based on our core Jewish values.

Board of Directors
Ronnie Bitman, President
Justin Presser, First Vice President
Jeff Imber, VP Rosen Campus
Kelly Gessenger, VP Finance
Jodi Krinker, VP Development
Todd Haber, VP Marketing
Susan Flower, VP Children’s Programs
Tara Harris, VP Children’s Programs
Marc Levine, VP Sports & Wellness
Jeremy Scheinberg, Secretary
Scott Richman, Immediate Past
President
Karen Barenberg, Immediate Past
President

Linda Amon, Daniel Cohen, Rhonda
Fair, Andrew Gluck, Gary Gould,
Gwen Granet, Wendi Harris, Rita
Isaak, Andrew Kleiman, Michelle
Kutschni, Mark Leavitt, Scott
Miller, Niki Park, Brett Spector, Leslie
Weiner, Harriet Weiss

Awards Winners
Each year our board of directors votes on our most outstanding programs,
volunteers, and leaders for their contributions toward our mission of building
community, strengthening family life, and promoting Jewish values.

Innovative Program
Party After Dark

Volunteers of the Year
Rebecca Anders, Michelle Kutschni & Niki Park

Leadership Award
Jodi Krinker

In memory of Charles
Schwartz, over
$130,000 raised
from 78 donors
to revitalize
our basketball
gymnasium and
renamed our
youth and adult
basketball
teams the
Charles I.
Schwartz
Memorial JCC
Basketball
Leagues.